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Lively discussions on electromagnetic physics
at the Intersections Conference: from left to
right Lawrence Cardman (CEBAF), Hans de
Vries (NIKHEF-K) and Bernard Frois (CESaclay).

Experiments. Twelve working groups
focused on the physics opportunities
and technical challenges. Speakers
representing the CLEO (Cornell),
BES (Beijing), SLAC B-Factory,
Fermilab E653, E687/831, E769/791,
E781, and CERN WA82/92 and
WA89 collaborations reviewed the
current status and future prospects.
Exponential growth in charm sensi
tivity during the past decade, along
with the rapid pace of advance in
technology and computing, suggests
the goal of 10 reconstructed decays
(three orders of magnitude beyond
current samples) for an experiment to
run at the turn of the millenium.
This served as a unifying theme for
the diverse areas of charm physics
surveyed: spectroscopy,
semileptonic decays, QCD tests,
baryons, rare and forbidden decays,
charm mixing and CP violation. In
contrast with the fifth quark, beauty,
for which the most exciting prospects
are detailed tests of CP violation in
the Standard Model, the grail for
charm is physics beyond the Stand
ard Model, for which the rates of
flavour-changing neutral currents,
mixing, and CP violation expected in
the Standard Model present negligi
ble backgrounds. Observable effects
in one or more of these areas are
expected in theories which make
useful predictions about the fermion
masses and mixings, such as
supersymmetry, technicolour and
left-right-symmetric, grand unified
and multiple-Higgs theories.
Also discussed was progress in
detector technology - pixel and
diamond detectors, scintillating-fibre
tracking, vertex triggers and other
new techniques which make the
promise of a 10 -charm experiment
realistic. Organizers John Cumalat of
Colorado, Dan Kaplan of Northern
Illinois and Simon Kwan of Fermilab
and attendees were enthusiastic
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about the prospects for advancing
the "programmatic" production,
spectroscopy and decay physics by
three orders of magnitude and
achieving sensitivities of order 10
for mixing, 10 for rare decays, and
10 for CP asymmetries. A follow-up
session is contemplated for the
HQ94 heavy-quark workshop at
Virginia, with ongoing work towards a
technical proposal.
5
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Particle-nuclear
intersections

W

ith the traditional distinctions
between particle and nuclear
physics becoming increasing blurred,
the Fifth Conference on the Intersec
tions of Particle and Nuclear Physics,
held from May 31 to June 6 in St.
Petersburg, Florida, brought together
particle and nuclear physicists to
discuss common research efforts and

to define and plan a united approach.
The topics spanned an extremely
large range (more than 15 decades
in energy), from fundamental physics
with ultracold neutrons to evidence
for the top quark. Special emphasis
was placed on testing the Standard
Model at both the intensity and
precision frontiers. The enormous
range of energy is only one indication
of the diversity of subject matter,
which is underlined by a sample of
the topics discussed (and the range
of laboratories involved):
fundamental physics with cold and
ultracold neutrons; parity violation
and time-reversal invariance with
epithermal neutrons; CP violation;
conservation laws through rare and
forbidden decays; nucleon form
factors and spin structure functions
with electromagnetic probes; particle
physics aspects of relativistic heavyion collisions; physics of quantum
chromodynamics and of quark and
gluon distributions; search for
exotics, hybrids and glueballs.
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Realtime Data Acquisition
in VXIbus
Looking for a reliable VXI vendor, but unsure of new players and
their ability to deliver ?
Need experienced leadership in data acquisition, but find yourself
configuring systems with instruments from a variety of vendors ?
Want high speed... realtime performance... and flexibility, but ALSO
a system solution that can start small and grow as your needs
change ?
Call KineticSystems. We've offered award-winning, proven per
formance in data acquisition and control systems based on interna
tional IEEE standards for more than 20 years. NOW we offer one of
the most extensive VXI product lines in the industry- everything you
need to configure data acquisition and control systems.
• Analog & digital I/O... register-based for higher speeds
• Signal conditioning... for RTDs, thermocouples, and strain gages
• Counters... to 100 MHz
• Transient recorders... to 100 MHz, with 16 megasamples of
storage
• Monitors and controllers... for pressure scanners, MIL-STD1553B, and ARINC-429.
So contact us today. Why 'mix and match' you instrumentation when
there is a one-stop-shop that can meet all your demanding VXI
needs ?

Realtime.

Real World.

Results.

Kinetic Systems
International

3, chemin Taverney • 1218 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. (41/22) 798 44 45 - Fax (41/22) 798 05 25
Outside Europe; 900 N. State Street • Lockport. IL. 60441 • USA
Tel. (815) 838 0005 - Fax (815) 838 4424

A Range of 200 mm (8") Hemispherical
Photomultipliers Tubes from THORN EMI
Electron Tubes
The 200 mm (8")
range of photomultiplier tubes are used
for detecting light
over a large solid an
gle in applications like
water and scintillation
Cerenkov detectors
and air shower arrays.
The hemispherical
bulb shape offers a
photocathode area of
340 c m with a quan
tum efficiency of 30 %
at 380 nm. The com
mon features of all the
200 mm hemispheri
cal p h o t o m u l t i p l i e r
tubes are high counting efficiency, well resolved single elec
tron peak and low dark counts.
There are a number of types available in the 200 mm range
with different glass shapes, glass types and number of dynodes.
The optional features of these photomultiplier tubes can include
fast timing, high gain (1x10 ), ultra low radio activity glass, (K 60 ppm, Th - 20 ppb, U - 10 ppb), suitable for immersion in
water and the ability to withstand varying ambient pressures.
Contact us for your special light detection needs.
A n ISO 9 0 0 1 registered Company.

m m
The professional solution
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THORN EMI Electron Tubes
Bury Street, Ruislip, Middx, HA4 7TA, UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 1895 630774 - Fax: +44 (0) 1895 635953
Electron Tubes Inc
100 Forge Way, Unit F, Rockaway, NJ 07866, USA
Tel: (201) 586 9594 - Toll Free: (800) 521 8382 - Fax: (201) 586 9771
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The link between
Intel and Motorola: WinDOS-RT
The link between PC and VME:
EUROCOM 118 (i486)
and EUROCOM 17 (MC 68040)

elektronik mainz

ELTEC Elektronik GmbH • Galileo-Galilei-StraBe 11 • Postfach 421363 • D-55071 Mainz • Phone (06131) 918-0 • Fax (06131) 918-198
ELTEC Elektronik GmbH • Vertriebsburo Munchen • WallbergstraBe 3 • D-82024Taufkirchen • Phone (089) 6128045 • Fax (089) 612 81 24
ELTEC International PLC • 45 Caldecotte Lake Drive • Milton Keynes • MK7 8LF • UK • Phone (0908) 366499 • Fax (0908) 274600
ELTEC International SARL • 1, Allee des Garays • F-91120 Palaiseau • Phone (1) 64471877 • Fax (1) 64470933
American ELTEC, Inc. • 4340 Stevens Creek Blvd. • Suite 204 • San Jose, CA 95129 • USA • Phone (408) 244-4700 • Fax (408) 244-5544
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Bookshelf

In addition there was a whole host
of non-accelerator based research,
such as the questions of dark matter
in the Universe, the solar neutrino
problem and neutrino oscillations,
ultra-high-energy cosmic rays and
atomic parity violation.
Particular highlights were presenta
tions on the evidence for the detec
tion of the sixth ("top") quark, by
Simone DelPAgnello (Pisa) for the
CDF collaborationat Fermilab, and on
the disappearing evidence for the
formation of anomalous electronpositron pairs in heavy-ion collisions
by Aksel Lennart Hallin (Queen's)
who gave first results of the APEX
experiment at Argonne. The upper
limit for muon to electron conversion
continues to recede very significantly
as presented by Andries van der
Schaaf (Zurich).
While the Standard Model of quarks
and leptons still reigns, questions
remain on the generation of mass
and the origin of CP violation.
As at previous conferences, plenary
sessions were scheduled each
morning, followed by parallel ses
sions on ten different topics in the
afternoons. These parallel sessions
functioned essentially as workshops
or mini-conferences, with conclusions
presented in a final plenary session.
A special sessions on "Vistas of the
Physics with Multi-GeV Hadron
Facilities" focused on the need for
new experimental facilities in the
near and more distant future.
The chairman of the Organizing
Committee was Willem T.H. van
Oers (TRIUMF/Manitoba). Close to
350 delegates attended from 20
different countries and look forward
to their next meeting, tentatively
scheduled for the end of May 1997.
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G.I. Budker, Reflections and
Remembrances, edited by B.N.
Breizman and J. W. van Dam,
American Institute of Physics (AIP)
Press, New York, 1994. ISBN 156396-070-2

T

his book celebrates the life and
work of one of the revered
figures of accelerator and plasma
physics - Gersh Itskovitch Budker
(1918-77) who called himself Andrei
Mikhailov Budker, because these
names 'sounded more Russian'.
Brilliant scientist and science organ
izer, esteemed colleague, beloved
teacher, charismatic leader; Jewish,
orthodox communist (although never
member of the party!) with an instinct
for "money making" activities; always
eager to try fundamentally new
approaches, five " romances that all
ended in marriage"...: the many
facets of Budker's rich life are vividly
portrayed in this book.
It opens with a series of popular
essays through which we discover
Budker as a most gifted science
'popularizer'. The ideas about the
social and economic role of science
are one "leitmotiv". In fact throughout
his life Budker devoted much of his
creativity and 25% of the efforts of
his institute to the "commercializa
tion" of "practical things" (from
energy production to cancer treat
ment ), which one can do with these
"wonderful beams of particles" and
plasmas. He did so, not principally to
make money, but because he felt this
was his duty to society.
Colliders, explained in simple
language, are another theme or
rather, at the time of being written, a
dream, as difficult as "to arrange a
rendezvous of the arrows of Robin
Hood on Earth and William Tell on

Sirius." Other topics include: the
ardent 1968 plea for fusion research
- "Get going "; his visionary 1969
article about proton-antiproton
collisions and antihydrogen forma
tion, which are of incredible imme
diacy some 25 years after they were
written... It is a delight to read these
tracts (most of which appear in
English for the first time), for the
expert as well as for a general public.
The essays are complemented by
the memories of more than 30 of his
peers and pupils. Taking diverse and
often opposing views, they unite in
honouring the extraordinary creator
and organizer. Amusing, enlighten
ing, just narrative or profoundly
analytic, they nevertheless contain a
certain amount of repetition (the
famous roundtable is mentioned over
and over again). A bit of editing might
perhaps have helped. One can also
regret that there are practically no
Western European contributors
(apart from Willibald Jentschke).
Budker, who perceived science as a
truly international enterprise, had
many "contacts" at CERN or DESY,
who could have added additional
brush strokes to the portrait of this
"enfant terrible".
The Russian texts are translated
well and with flair (wordplay unfortu
nately being untranslatable). The
English edition contains a curriculum
vitae and a complete list of scientific
papers. Numerous photographs
illustrate Budker's 30 years of work.
The publication is timely in many
respects. Perhaps in these days,
where the relation of pure and
applied research is to be rethought,
can we learn from this sage "who
was ahead of his time both scientifi
cally and politically"? A great book
about a great man!
Dieter Mohl
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